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Abstract:

We have been developing a brand-new thermoplastic polyimide film, Kaptx)nR

SKJ forforming applicationswhich

　･ can draw deeper parts with vacuum forming at 260 to 280°C

　･ maintains its mechanical stabilityup tX)250°C，

　･ has very smooth surface with below 0.02 micron meters ofRa,

KaptonR reflectormade from Kapt)n⑧SKJ is

　■ ultralightweight(7 to 40% weight of conventional type)レ

　･ not required pre･treatment or base coating.

Figure 1.DMA data ofKaptonR SKJ
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Introduction:

Conventional lamp reflectors were made with BMC (Bulk molding compound),

aluminum or glass. However, all of these materials have many problems.

Kapton⑧reflectχr has answers for each problems.

The following are key points to resolve the problems:

1.　Eco･friendly (l)

　Conventional materials required pretreatment and/or base coating because of

　their rough surface. These steps exhaust waste and polluted solvent. At the

　same time, The Kap拍n⑧reflector is not required pre･treatment or base

　coatine. KaptonR reflectorcan achieve zero･Emission on these steps.

2.　Eco･friendly (2)

　The KaptonR reflector,compared with conventional reflectors,may reduce the

　disposal waste. This is because the thickness is different:Kapt≫n⑧reflector is

　below 0.1mm and conventional ones above 2.0mm. Kapton⑧reflector has only

　0.5% emission to conventional one.

3. Ultra lightweight

　Automobile or motorcycle makers require lightweight headlamp reflectors to

　get excellent gas mileage. However, all of conventional reflectors are very

　heavy because of their thickness. The Kapton⑧reflect)r is below 0.1mm and

　the weight is 7 to 40% of conventional ones.

4.　Better shape accuracy than glass or aluminum.

　Kapton⑧reflectors have better shape accuracy. Glass or aluminum can't draw

　same accuracy parts with same cost.

5. Excellent heat durability.

　In　order to　solve　above　problems, Polyesterimide, Polyphenylenesulfide,

　Liquidcrystalpolymer and another polymers were tested for the new material

　of reflectors. However they can't meet either heat durability or easiness of

　forming. Only thermoplastic polyimide can achieve excellent balance of heat

　durability and easiness of forming.

We, DuPont group　has already　developed various kinds of thermoplastic

Kaptx)nR for forming application. Kapton⑧JP was used at firstfor making the

reflectors,however forming time is too long to meet the cost for mass production.

Since shorter forming time is required for the forming market, we have started

to develop ａnew thermoplastic polyimide forlamp reflectors.
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Scheme 1.Preparation of BTDA and PAPP polyimide.

Polyimide 2a was imidized by anhydride and catalyst.2b was imidized only by

heating. Tg for 2a was 260 °C and it for 2b was 26 re. This result means

imidization way was not concerned with Tg. Tg was determined only by chemical

structureon thissystem.
Both 2a and 2b easily drew deeper parts by vacuum forming. However, they

couldn'tmaintain mechanical stabilityat 240°C.

To increase Tg， various diamines and/or dianhydrides were added to this

polyimide 2. Finally Kapton⑧SKJ was made. KaptonRSKJ has an excellent

balance between heat resistanceand forming easiness.Property of Kapton⑧SKJ

was summarized on table1.
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It is said that polyimide is damaged by causticetching.However, KaptonRSKJ
has good chemical resistance.

The surface of Kapton⑧SKJ is very fine(Ra ＝0.02um). Die press forming must

transfer print die's rough surface to polyimide surface. However, KaptonR

reflector　is　forming　by　vacuum　forming. Forming　with　this　procedure,
KaptonRSKJ can keep its fine surface. So, Kapton⑧reflector made from

KaptonRSKJ isn'trequired pre-treatment or base coating.
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Good heat durability and reflection of Kapton⑧reflect≫r proved to win 24 Hours

Le Mans (Figure 3).

Summary

　We develop a brand-new thermoplastic polyimide KaptonR SKJ which is the

　best material forreflectors,especiallyforheadlightreflectors.
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